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What We Have Done :: Group

We had 5 meetings last week. 2 of them is all day meeting. At the beginning of the week we had worked on prototype of Marpuch and remaining part of the week we mostly worked on initial design report. We spent too much effort on report and also prototype. We have implemented all the pages of Marpuch. Jabber-related parts are left to next week.

What We Will Do Next Week :: Group

We will work on Marpuch prototype next week. Since we have worked on prototype last week, there are not too much work to do. Since the remaining part is dependent to Jabber Server, we may have too much problems. As a conclusion, we will hardly work on prototype next week.

Arif Ujurel ::

Last week we had two important things to do. One of is Initial design report and the other is prototype. Since deadline of report is Sunday, we mostly worked on report. I have done some object-oriented diagrams. Beside report, I have worked on prototype. I designed search page and home page. I implemented JSP codes behind the pages. It was and exhaustive week.

Ruslan Abdulla ::

After being subjected to deliver prototype in the next week, we started working this week. As I mostly was responsible from interfaces I dealt with mainly with javascript and css codes. I have added some futures to the project that are candidate of being pleasant of the users. Moreover, since this week we should have been deliver initial design report, I read some templates and within the accordance to the subject given by instructor and tasks given by my team, I dealt with the initial design report in order to complete it to weekend.

Bugra Hasbek ::

This week we spend quite a time with ceng 490. We prepared both initial design report and half of project prototype. I wrote registration part of the prototype with jsp. I created a simple interface and primitive registration codes which does not encrypt password with md5. This page creates sql queries which add new accounts to database. After adding 4-5 accounts, I checked the database with mysql command line client and it seems like my queries are working quite the way I wanted. After writing registration page I worked in initial design report. Our previous report was quite succesful so we felt the weight of writing even a better report in our shoulders. I spend a lot of time for it but I think it was worth every second of my time.

Serdar Saygılı ::

I read sql tutorials this week. I also worked in initial design report and write some parts of it.